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Abstract Intelligent Environments are supposed to act proactively anticipating
user’s needs and preferences in order to provide effective support. Therefore, learn-
ing user’s frequent behaviours is essential to provide such personalized services. In
that sense, we have developed a system, which learns those frequent behaviours.
Due to the complexity of the entire learning system, this paper will focus on discov-
ering accurate temporal relationships to define the relationships between actions of
the user.

1 Introduction

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [6] [14] [15] can be understood as ‘a digital environ-
ment that proactively, but sensibly, supports people in their daily lives’ [2]. Some
of the potential benefits that this technology can bring to people in their daily lives
include making an environment more comfortable, safer and more energy efficient.
In order to achieve these objectives, the environment should learn patterns of the
user which means that the environment has to gain knowledge about the prefer-
ences, needs and habits of the user in order to be in a better position to assist the
user adequately [9].

Let us consider the following scenario, which exemplifies a common behaviour
of a user.On weekdays Michael’s alarm clock goes off (‘Alarm on’) few minutes
after 08:00am. Approximately 10 minutes after getting up he usually steps into
the bathroom (‘Bathroom on’) and (4 seconds after) he turns on the lights of the
bathroom (‘BathLights on’) if the bathroom is dark (bathroom light level<10). On
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays he usually takes a shower (‘Shower on’); Michael
prefers the temperature of the water to be around 24-26 degrees Celsius in the win-
ter and around 21-23 degrees Celsius in the summer. Before he leaves the bathroom
(‘Bathroom off ’)he turns off the lights (‘BathLights off ’).
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Knowing users’ frequent behaviours allows the environment to act intelligently
and proactively. In Michael’s case, it could mean that the environment automati-
cally turns on and off the lights, sets the temperature of the water and so on. Unlike
previous systems,automationof actions and/or devices in intelligent environments
is based on learned patterns, making sure they adapt to users’ common behaviours.
Knowledge extracted from these patterns can also be used in order tounderstand
his behaviour. For example, the analysis of frequent interaction with objects and de-
vices in the house can facilitate the detection of unhealthy habits (e.g., the system
detects that Michael does not brush his teeth in the mornings). Making the environ-
ment more efficient in terms ofsaving energy(e.g. by turning off the lights when he
leaves) orincreasing safety(e.g. turning off the water or issuing alarms when detect-
ing that Michael left it on and he will not return soon) are other dimensions of daily
life that can be supported by the Intelligent Environment thanks to the knowledge it
has collected.

In order to achieve these objectives, we have developed a software which al-
lows an Intelligent Environment to discover frequent behavioural patterns, and we
have named it Sequential Patterns of User Behaviour System (SPUBS). Due to the
complexity of SPUBS, this paper will focus on the step of discovering accurate tem-
poral relationships between actions. The reminder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 describes briefly the SPUBS. Section 3 summarizes previous related
work done in learning highlighting the task of discovering temporal relationships. In
Section 4 we explain our approach for discovering accurate temporal relationships.
Finally Section 5 shows the results of the validation experiments and Section 6 the
conclusions.

2 Sequential Patterns of User Behaviour System

Sequential Patterns of User Behaviour (SPUBS) is a system that discovers user’s
common behaviours and habits from data recorded by sensors. The core of the sys-
tem is the learning algorithmASPUBS, which combined with a languageLSPUBS,
allows to discover and represent the patterns. This algorithm is divided in four steps
which represent the four logical steps to discover frequent and comprehensible pat-
terns. A brief description of each module follows:

Identifying Frequent Sets: The objective of this first step is to identify the sets
of actions that frequently occur together (for further details see [4]). In Michael’s
scenario this step discovers that Michael usually carries out the following actions
together:

‘Alarm on’, ‘Bathroom on’, ‘Bathroom off ’, ‘BathLights on’,
‘BathLights off ’, ‘Shower on’ and ‘Shower off ’

Identifying Topology: This step discovers in what order the user usually carries
out the sets of actions discovered in the first step, giving it a sense of sequence (for
further details see [5]). Thus, in Michael’s scenario it discovers that the activation of
the alarm clock comes first, then he goes into the bathroom, then he turns the lights
on and so on. See Figure 1(a) for the output achieved after this step.
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Identifying Time Relations: The objective of this step is to relate the actions in
terms of time. In contrast with the previous step this step tries to relate the actions
as accurately as possible (for further details see Section 4). See Figure 1(b) for the
output achieved after this step.

Identifying Conditions: The last step of the algorithm is to discover specific
conditions for situations where different options are, and general conditions in or-
der to contextualize the whole sequence. In Michael’s scenario, on the one hand it
defines that he only has a shower on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. On the other
hand this step also defines that the whole sequence occurs only on weekdays and it
starts few minutes after 08:00am and it finishes before 09:00am. See Figure 1(c) for
the output achieved after this step.

Fig. 1 Evolution of Michael’s scenario through theASPUBS

Although the whole algorithm is already developed, because of space restrictions,
this paper will be focused on the first step of ‘Identifying Time Relations’.

3 Related Work

Learning is an essential feature in any Intelligent Environment. However, it has not
been devoted as much attention in the literature as it may require. Next, different
approaches are analysed emphasizing the way they discover and represent the tem-
poral relationships between actions.
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So far, most of the applications [8] [10] [13] where a learning process was in-
volved have related an action to the global situation of that moment, instead of re-
lating actions among them. Representing user’s behaviours by means of sequences,
as well as creating complete and comprehensible representation, allows us to relate
actions in terms of time. The group that has been working in MavHome and Casas
projects [12] was one of the first groups that emphasized the importance of asso-
ciating actions and their temporal relationships. They started using time intervals
associated with activities rather than instantaneous time points. They used Allen’s
temporal logic [1] in order to represent time intervals, producing fairly intuitive se-
quences of actions. In that sense, considering Michael’s example, the system would
be able to detect that he first gets up, then he goes into the bathroom and then
he turns on the lights. This system only considers Allen’s temporal logic relations
(which define relations qualitatively), ruling out quantitative relations, which allow
us to define more accurate relationships. In that sense, Aztiria et al. [3] suggested
a process to discover quantitative temporal relationships, but they only applied it to
one-to-one relationships.

4 Identifying Time Relations

The step of ‘Identifying topology’ provides a sequential representation of patterns.
This way of representation implies a first definition of temporal relationships due
to the fact the sequence itself defines a temporal order of actions. In that sense, all
relationships defined by the sequences arequalitativerelationships defined by the
term ‘after’.

Qualitativerelationships allow us to understand the logic order of actions within
a sequence. Even so, such relationships could be better defined if we were able to
discover a regularquantitativerelationship. Compared toqualitativerelationships,
quantitativerelationships provide a higher quality information, being possible to use
them for other purposes. One of those purposes can be the automation of devices,
which is possible withquantitativerelationships. We will consider Michael’s be-
haviour of turning on the light of the bathroom 4 seconds after he goes into (defined
by ActionPattern 0). If such a relationship is defined by means of aqualitativeterm
like ‘after’, the system cannot infer when it has to turn on the light because it does
not know if the time delay is 4 seconds, 5 minutes or 2 hours. However,quantitative
relationships (4 seconds in Michael’s case) allows the system to turn on the light at
right time.

(ActionPattern 0)
ON occurs (Bathroom, On,t0)
IF context (Bathroom Light level is (<,10))
THEN do (On, BahtLights, t) when t=t0+4s

Therefore, the objective of this step of ‘Identifying Time Relations’ is to discover
quantitative, or accurate temporal relationships, to better define user’s behaviours.
For that, SPUBS includes two different algorithms. Following, these two algorithms
as well as the process of getting necessary information will be described.
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4.1 Data Collection for Identifying Time Relations

The first step to discover such relationships will be to collect necessary data. Re-
lationships to study will already be defined by the topology. Thus, for each rela-
tionship defined by the topology we will collect particular time relationships of all
occurrences.

Let us consider again Michael’s example and the relationship between the actions
‘Bathroom on’ and ‘BathLights on’. For each case where a occurrence of ‘Bathroom
on’ is followed by a occurrence of ‘BathLights on’, SPUBS collects the time dis-
tance between both actions. Let us consider time relationships of Michael’s example
are depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Time Distances between occurrences of ‘Bathroom on’ and ‘BathLights on’

Once temporal distances are collected, the next step is to identify interesting time
relationships. For that, SPUBS includes two algorithms, ‘Basic Algorithm’ and ‘EM
Algorithm’, so that the user of the system may choose any of them to identify such
relationships. Both algorithms are based on the same idea of grouping occurrences
taking into account their similarities and deciding if a group represents an interesting
time relationship.

4.2 ‘Basic Algorithm’ for Identifying Time Relations

The technique to make groups could be as complex as we can imagine and different
techniques could be suggested to accomplish this task. SPUBS includes a very basic
algorithm, which groups values that are within a range established by:

[min,max] = x± (x∗ tolerance) where x = ∑n
i=1ai

n
(1)

with: tolerance = tolerated deviation fromx (%); ai = time distance of an ele-
ment; and n = number of elements

If a value does not fulfil the requirements to join any group, a new group is
created using that value as group’s mean value. Every time a new value is added to
a group the mean value of that group is recalculated.

Considering Michael’s example and time distances depicted in Figure 2, the
process of making groups would be (let us consider 50% as tolerance percentage):
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(e1,4s); There is no group; create(group0,x (4s), [2,6])

Tolerance = 4± (4 * 0.5)

(e2,3s); 3=[2,6]; join(group0,x (3.5s), [1.75,5.25])

Tolerance = 3.5± (3.5 * 0.5)

(e3,754s); 7546=[1.75,5.25]; create(group1,x (754s), [377,1132])

Tolerance = 754± (754 * 0.5)

(e4,5s); 5=[1.75,5.25]; join(group0,x (4s), [2,6])

Tolerance = 4± (4 * 0.5)

(e5,160s); 1606=[2,6] and 1606=[377,1132]; create(group2,x (160s), [80,240])

Tolerance = 160± (160 * 0.5)

(e6,4s); 4=[2,6]; join(group0,x (4s), [2,6])

Tolerance = 4± (4 * 0.5)

Once groups are created, the following step is to decide what groups define inter-
esting time relationships. For that, SPUBS’s user must define a minimum confidence
level. Thus, those groups that cover more instances than established by the mini-
mum confidence level would be considered as interesting, being their mean value
the temporal relationship. In Michael’s case, let us consider a minimum confidence
of 25%.Thus, the only group considered as interesting would be ‘group 0’, which
covers 4 out of 6 occurrences.

4.3 ‘EM Algorithm’ for Identifying Time Relations

Besides the ‘Basic Algorithm’, SPUBS includes another algorithm, which creates
clusters of time distances based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
[11]. The basic idea of the EM algorithm is to estimate the maximum likelihood
between parameters. An important advantage of this algorithm is that it automati-
cally calculates the necessary number of groups and includes each occurrence in its
corresponding group.

Once groups are created by the EM algorithm, the process of deciding what
groups defines an interesting time relationship is same as ‘Basic Algorithm’.

5 Validation and Results

In order to validate the system we applied it to artificial data generated at the Uni-
versity of Ulster and then to a real dataset collected from Washington State Univer-
sity’s (WSU’s) Smart Apartment. The data collected in the WSU smart apartment
[7] represents participants performing five Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) in the
apartment: making a phone call, washing hands, cooking, taking medicine/eating
the food and cleaning (See Table I for actions involved in each activity).

In all, the sensors installed in WSU smart apartment are:
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Table 1 Actions involved in each ADL.

Activity Involved Actions

Making a phone call Phone Book (ON) –>Phone (ON) –>Phone (OFF)

Washing hands Water (ON) –>Water (OFF)

Cooking

Cabinet (ON) –>Raisins (ON) –>Oatmeal (ON)
–>Measuring spoon (ON) –>Bowl (ON) –>Sugar (ON)

–>Cabinet (OFF) –>Water (ON) –>Water (OFF) –>Pot (ON)
–>Burner (ON) –>Burner (OFF)

Taking medicine and
Eating

Cabinet (ON) –>Medicine (ON) –>Cabinet (OFF)
–>Water (ON) –>Water (OFF) –>Cabinet (ON)

–>Medicine (OFF) –>Cabinet (OFF)

Cleaning Water (ON) –>Water (OFF)

• 14 sensors on objects such as phone, medicine container or cabinet.
• 27 motion sensors.

As the set of actions involved in these 5 ADLs and the order of such actions
were known in advance, we knew what patterns should be discovered by SPUBS.
As we expected, the steps of ‘Identifying Frequent Sets’ and ‘Identifying Topol-
ogy’ discovered the actions involved in the sequence as well as their order. Once the
topology was discovered we applied both algorithms, described in Section 4, to dis-
cover temporal relationships. The results obtained in that process showed that it was
possible to discover an accurate temporal relationships in 11 out of 17 relationships.
Following some of the ActionPatterns, i.e. parts of the sequence, discovered by the
system are represented usingLSPUBS:

(ActionPattern 1) (ActionPattern 2)
ON occurs (Phone, On,t0) ON occurs (Cabinet, On,t0)
IF (by default = true) IF (by default = true)
THEN do (Off, Phone, t) THEN do (On, Medicine, t)

when t=t0+50s when t=t0+3s

(ActionPattern 3) (ActionPattern 4)
ON occurs (Medicine, On,t0) ON occurs (Cabinet, Off,t0)
IF (by default = true) IF (by default = true)
THEN do (Off, Cabinet, t) THEN do (On, Water, t)

when t=t0+2s when t=t0+16s
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6 Conclusions

Intelligent Environments need to know the common behaviours and preferences of
the user in order to meaningfully act. Representing such common behaviours by
means of sequences facilitates their understanding. Besides, such a representation
allows us to relate such actions in terms of time. In that sense, SPUBS includes two
algorithms to get more accurate relationships between actions. Accurate temporal
relationships, represented by means of numerical values, defines better such rela-
tionships than using qualitative values, due to the fact they allow the system to use
the sequences for additional purposes, for example to automate devices’ activation.
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